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Matthew 24:6-8 (KJV)
6 And ye shall hear of wars and rumours of wars: see that ye be not troubled: for all these things must 
come to pass, but the end is not yet.
7 For nation shall rise against nation, and kingdom against kingdom: and there shall be famines, and 
pestilences, and earthquakes, in divers places.
8 All these are the beginning of sorrows.

Mega Volcanic Eruption.
(March 20, 2013)
I see a huge fire erupting like an umbrella from a distance, from 100s of miles. First, I thought it is a 
nuclear mushroom. It looks like a nuclear explosion. Then, I knew it is a volcanic eruption. This huge 
volcanic eruption is taking place on the North-West, in the mountainous regions of North America.I am
seeing the full scope, circular, from very far, the vision very clear that I see the details, the underbelly 
of this flame of fire, magma, very intense red in color shooting up in the air spreading like un umbrella 
or a mushroom. 
In 2013, the year I saw this eruption, there were no much volcanic activity, frequent and big as today 
which I can relate to. In few years, there were many big volcanic eruptions which look exactly as I saw 
in this vision. One which look like it is posted above.
What volcano is this? What is there in the North-West region of the continent of the America. Yellow 
stone? Is there any other volcanic activity in the region? I was not given a name but it looks like Yellow
stone. I have sketched what I saw on time, that is how I traced back the date.

The Power of God and the Violent Volcanic Eruption.
(April 12, 2018 5:30PM)
To compensate for what I lost last night, I tried to take a small nap at ~5PM. I struggled to sleep but 
ended up even in the worst situation. In the one hour, I slept for not more than five minutes. In that five 
minutes, right in front of me I saw something strange.



I am facing west, there is a high mountain, looks familiar, a volcanic mountain. There is a violent 
eruption of the volcano, shooting high up to the sky and flowing on the ground like a river. Amazingly, 
it formed what looks like a human figure flowing on the ground. I saw it and thought, there is nothing 
God can't do and tried to shout “The power of God!!.” I tried to speak it loud, words can't come out of 
my mouth as I wanted. I rebuked the erupting volcano. When I say “The power of God” a power 
surge, electric, heat and pressure, heavy weight went through my arms, towards my body. My body is 
stiff and my arms are stretching out with my hands forming a strong fist. I am feeling the power and the
surge of heaviness and energy in my body. Immediately, the volcano went down and got silenced. The 
volcanic eruption stopped and the lava shooting went down and subsided. There was calmness and 
silence and peace. I woke up and I am OK, The pain and sickness, the suppression is gone.
     There is nothing God can't do. The power of God is mighty, can move the mountains and stops the 
sun from moving, There is nothing impossible for Almighty God, the creator of what is created.
    To my surprise, It is shortly after that the Volcano in Hawaii erupted and the lava flow just like I saw 
in the vision forming what looks like the figure of a human body.

This came to pass and what follows is what is mentioned above, the North-West mega volcanic 
eruption of North America.

                     (I have sketched what I saw on time, that is how I traced back the date)


